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ABOUT THE TEACHER’S GUIDE !
The exercises contained within this guide will help prepare your students to 
get as much as they can out of the performance they are about to see. You 
are not obliged to do all of the exercises. Choose the ones that you think they 
will most enjoy. Enjoy the teacher’s guide but most importantly enjoy the 
show.!!!

CONTENT!
!
Page 3 ! ! About the Show, List of Characters, Summary of the Show!
Pages 4-5! ! Scene Extract # 1!
Pages 6-7 !! Scene Extract #2!
Pages 8-9 !! Scene Extract #3!
Page 10! ! Scene Extract #4!
Page 11! ! Scene Extract #5 & 6!
Page 12! ! Monologues!
Page 13! ! Scene Extract #7!
Page 14! ! A True Story?!
Page 15! ! Adaptations - Further Reading - Robert Browning!
Page 16! ! After the Show - Scene Extract # 8!
Page 17-18! Activity - Every Picture Tells A Story!
Page 19! ! Activity - Adapt your own Fairytale!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!
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ABOUT THE SHOW!
In 1284, 130 children disappeared from Hamelin town. Out of this real event, the legend of 
the Pied Piper was born. A dark morality tale passed on orally, written down by the 
Brothers Grimm and transformed into poetry by Robert Browning.!
Using puppetry, song and dance this irresistible retelling of the Pied Piper explores how 
decisions of one generation impact another and the voicelessness of the young.  !
A solo show featuring: One formidable Countess; A crooked Pied Piper; Five disgruntled 
villagers; Some shifty rats and Masses of rebellious children.!!!

LIST OF CHARACTERS!
The Storyteller!
Countess Arabella!
Pied Piper!
5 Villagers - Fish Man, Chicken Lady, Pigeon Girl, Spice Seller and Grandma!
The Rats - Angela and Charles and their whole rat family!
The Children!!!

SUMMARY OF THE SHOW!!
Prologue! ! The storyteller introduces the story. !
Scene 1 ! ! At the Market, the villagers try to sell their products. They ! !
! ! ! gossip and complain about the Countess Arabella. !
Scene 2!  ! The rats arrive. !
Scene 3!  !  More and more rats arrive in Hamelin. !
Scene 4!  ! The villagers gather at the pub and decide to take action.   
Scene 5!   ! The Countess addresses the angry villagers from her balcony. She !
! ! ! sends her messengers to find someone who can help get rid !
! ! ! of the rats.   
Scene 6!  ! The Pied Piper receives the message and decides to go to ! !
! ! ! Hamelin to offer his services. !
Scene 7!  ! Countess Arabella meets the Pied Piper. He agrees to get ! !
! ! ! rid of the rats for a fee of 1000 gold coins.  
Scene! 8! ! The Pied Piper gets rid of the rats.!
Scene 9 ! ! The villagers celebrate in the Pub. The Countess pays the ! !
! ! ! Pied Piper, but only 50 gold coins. !
Scene 10 ! ! The Pied Piper demands the Villagers bring him his money. The !
! ! ! Villagers don’t.  
Scene 11!  ! The Pied Piper seeks revenge on Hamelin town by stealing their !
! ! ! children.  !
Scene 12!  ! The Countess fears the anger of the Villagers.!
Epilogue  ! ! The storyteller reveals the fate of the villagers, the countess !!
! ! ! and the children.  !!!!!
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SCENE EXTRACT #1!
The Prologue!!

Storyteller sings.!
Once upon a long long time, fairly far away,!
in a town called Hamelin, that still exists today.!!
The Countess Arabella had a lot of clout.!
She ruled the folk with mighty fists and cleaned their pockets out!!
The people’s backs were bent and bare;!
Their stomachs filled with nought but air;!
Yet they were all too scared to cry for justice.!!
When suddenly! Rats filled the streets! The town was fit to bust! !
The people cried “Get rid of them! You! Countess! Yes! You must!”!!
She called for help. He quickly came. A stranger with a pipe.!
“I’ll get the blighters out of here but only for a price.”!!
A deal was made then double-crossed.!
They played their cards, the children lost.!
Or so the story goes that I shall tell you!!!
VOCABULARY!
Clout - pouvoir; mighty - force; rule - règne ; folk - peuple,  fists - poings; to clean out - 
vider;  bent -tordu; bare - nu; nought - rien; fit to bust ( expression) - exploser; get rid of - 
enlever/tuer;  pipe - pipeau; blighters - plaies/pestes; deal - affaire; double-cross - trahir!!!
COMPREHENSION!
Who are the people scared of? Why?!!!
ACTIVITY - PAIR WORK!
Understanding the story!!
1. Guess the meaning of the following phrases from the Prologue:!
! to rule with mighty fists;!
! to clean their pockets out;!
! the people’s backs were bent and bare;!
! to have stomachs filled with nought but air;!
! to play your cards.!!!!!!!
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2. Put the following sentences in their correct order of events.!!
1. The people were scared of her. ! ! 2. One day hundreds of rats arrived. !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
3. A deal was made. ! 4. A stranger came. !7. They were lost.! ! ! !
! ! ! !
5. She called for help. ! ! 6. “Get rid of them!”!!!
! ! 7. Countess Arabella ruled Hamelin. ! !!
!
4. In the sentences above what do the following refer to : ! !!
! ! ! a. the people;!
! ! ! b. her;!
! ! ! c. a stranger;!
! ! ! d. they;!
! ! ! e. she;!
! ! ! f. them.!!
4. In your own words, tell the story of the Prologue to your partner.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!
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SCENE EXTRACT # 2!
Scene 2. The Villagers at the market!!

Chicken Lady. Hear. She had another party last night, the Countess Arabella. I heard it 
from the washerwoman who got it from the shoemaker who had it on good authority from 
the cook. Apparently, there was enough food left over to feed the entire village for a week. 
What a waste!!!
Spice Man. The rumbling of my children's stomachs is so loud, each night is like a thunder 
storm in our house. !!
Fish Man. Every lill’ pittance I make goes straight to the Countess. All I’m left with is a 
pocket full of holes. !!
Chicken Lady. I heard it from the Miller who got it from the Blacksmith who had it on good 
authority from the Cobbler, she had a new gown sent all the way from Paris, just for the 
occasion. Apparently she won’t wear anything more than once. !!!
VOCABULARY!
washerwoman - blanchisseuse; lef tover - qui reste; waste - gaspillage; rumbling - 
borborygmes; loud - fort; thunderstorm - orage,  lill’ pittance - somme misérable; miller - 
meunier (ère); blacksmith - forgeron; cobbler/shoemaker - cordonnier;  gown - robe, wear - 
porter!!
COMPREHENSION!
Who is the chicken lady gossiping about?  
Why are the villagers so upset?!
Do you believe everything the Chicken Lady says is true?!!
ACTIVITY - WHOLE GROUP ( teacher to lead)!
The Gossip Game !!
How to Play!
1. Students sit or stand in a circle or straight line, close enough so they can hear each 
other whisper. !
2. Give the first student in the line or circle a word or a phrase on a piece of paper, don’t let 
anyone else see.  Possible phrases ( The people’s backs were bent and bare; There was 
enough food left over to feed the entire village for a week; Each night is like a thunder 
storm in our house, OR A proper cup of coffee from a proper, copper, coffee pot; If a dog 
chews shoes whose shoes does he choose?)!
3.The first student in the line whispers the word/phrase into the ear of the person standing 
on their right. !
4. The students whisper the word/phrase to their neighbours until it reaches the last 
student.  
5. The last student says the word or phrase out loud so that everyone can hear how much 
it has changed from the whisper at the beginning of the circle or line. !!!
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Rules!
The word/phrase can only be whispered once, so students have to pay attention. !
The word/phrase shouldn’t be too familiar. !!
Variation of the Game!
Play the game in two teams.  
One student whispers the same word/phrase to both teams. !
Whichever team can end the game with the word being closest to the original is the 
winner.  
 
 
DISCUSS!
How can stories be distorted as they are passed on to people?!
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!
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EXTRACT # 3 !
Scene 5 - The Countess Arabella in her Mansion!!

Countess Arabella Sings:!
How can I expect to find the answer? Maybe what they say is true:!
“I am just a useless woman, looking stunning that’s all I can do.”!
Oh but how I wish to show them, I can hold my own with all the men.!
When I have the riches that I dream of, No one will be laughing at me then !!
I’m going to rule the world, I’m going to rule the world. !
When I have the riches that I dream of, I’m going to rule the world.!!
I have never wished that a Prince Charming would gallop to my rescue.!
I don’t do the helpless woman, a damsel in distress without a clue.!
I’m the one who slays the dragon. I’m the one who claims the prize.!
I am full of crude ambition, look close you can see it in my eyes!!
I’m going to rule the world, I’m going to rule the world. !
When I have the riches that I dream of, I’m going to rule the world.!!!
VOCABULARY!
useless - incompétent; stunning - superbe; to wish - souhaiter; to laugh at someone - se 
moquer de qn; riches - richesses; gallop - galoper; rescue - sauver; helpless - faible; 
damsel in distress - une belle éplorée; !
without a clue - qui ne sait rien de rien; claim - réclamer; prize - prix!
crude - brut, close - proche!!!
COMPREHENSION!
What does the Countess want?!
What is stopping her from getting what she wants?!!
DISCUSS !
What is the meaning of the phrase:!
“ I can hold my own with all the men”.!
Why do you think the Countess says this?!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ACTIVITY - INDIVIDUAL!
Personality Adjectives!!
1. Find the definitions for any of the adjectives in the box below that are unfamiliar. !
2. Divide the list  into positive and negative adjectives.!
3. Choose the adjectives that Countess Arabella might use to describe herself.!
4. Choose the adjectives that the Villagers might use to describe Countess Arabella. !!!
!
! AMBITIOUS  ! GOOD-LOOKING! POWERFUL! RICH!     HELPLESS!        !!
                                      USELESS! !!
! INTELLIGENT! !  DRIVEN!    LAZY! GREEDY ! UNCARING!
! ! ! ! SELFISH!!
! CRUEL! CONFIDENT!! GENEROUS!! CHARMING! ! MEAN!!
! MISERLY! COMPASSIONATE!BEAUTIFUL!NASTY! ARROGANT!
  !
!!!
ACTIVITY - WHOLE GROUP ( teacher to lead)!
Character walks using adjectives!!
1. Clear as much space as possible, pushing all tables and chairs to the sides of the room.!
2. Ask your students to walk around the space without talking. Ask!
them to walk in a simple, neutral way with a good level of energy. !
3. On your signal ask them to walk as one of the adjectives. After each exploration ask 
them to relax and go back to neutral.!
4. Once they have explored a number of different adjectives, move quickly from one 
adjective to the other.!
5. After the students have explored a number of different adjectives, the final step is to add 
text. Ask your students to choose a line of text from the extract or a simple phrase of their 
choice. Go back to walking around the room as an adjective of their choice and then on 
your signal get them to stop and speak their line of text. The challenge is to maintain the 
physicality of their adjective whilst speaking a line of text. !
6. Give them time to prepare 3 different ways of speaking the same line of text using 3 
different adjectives. !
7. Invite volunteers to show what they have discovered. !!!!!!!!
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EXTRACT # 4 !
Scene 7 - The Pied Piper meets Countess Arabella!!

Pied Piper. Countess Arabella. Can I call you Bella? Can I call you Tess? Countess 
Arabella, I am aware of your pesky situation. I am your knight in shining armour.  You see 
this musical instrument, my pipe, this is your redemption. You wouldn’t be the first sceptic, 
nor the last. Yet I’ve never failed to satisfy. This is no ordinary pipe. When I play it, not only 
does it sound of another world, of another world things happen, when I put my mind to it.  
With my pipe I can make your rat problem, disappear.  All I ask is to be paid for my trouble. 
A small fee, 1000 gold coins is sufficient. Do you accept? Good day Countess.!!!
VOCABULARY!
aware - au courant; pesky - fichu; knight in shining armour - un prince charmant;  
redemption - rachat; to fail - échouer à; sceptic - sceptique; trouble - peine !!
COMPREHENSION!
What special quality does the Pied Piper’s instrument have?!
How much does the Piper want to be paid?!!
DISCUSSION !
Do you think the amount the Pied Piper wants to be paid is reasonable? Explain your 
answer.!
Can you think of instances when people are paid a lot of money for a job they do? List 
some jobs. !
Think of two professions that are paid very different wages, for example a CEO and a Bus 
Driver. !
Use the comparatives:!
……..as much as……..,!
 …….less than…….!
……..more than…….!
…….the same as……!
 to explain whether you think this pay gap is reasonable.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 !
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EXTRACT #5!
Scene 7 - After the Pied Piper leaves!

!
Countess. ! The treasury is almost empty. The merchants have me by the throttles. I am 
bursting at the girdles in debt. I have no chest of gold hidden in a secret cave. Where in 
high heavens am I supposed to find 1000 gold coins? I could sell my mother’s jewellery. 
It’s been in the family for generations. I could fire the cook, do away with the valet, heave-
ho the butler, but I am a woman of standing. It wouldn’t raise enough money in time.  I 
could sell my statues, my paintings, these curtains, the bath. To whom? The villagers? At 
the market? This hourglass? But it’s so shiny. Blasted knight in shining armour.!!
VOCABULARY!
treasury - trésorerie; empty - vide;  merchants - banquier (ère) d’affaires;   to have by the 
throttles - étrangler qqn; bursting at the girdles in debt - devoir beaucoup d’argent; to fire /
do away/heave-ho - virer;  butler - majordome;  woman of standing - femme avec prestige; 
hourglass - sablier; blasted - espèce d’imbécile!!
COMPREHENSION!
Can the Countess afford to pay the Pied Piper? Explain your answer. !!!

EXTRACT # 6!
Scene 9 - The Countess pays the Pied Piper!!

Countess. Do you hear that sound pipe man? That is the sound of the people calling me 
God. It is more beautiful than the sound of your flute. The villagers love me. I have 
delivered them and they thank me and I thank you. Here is your money. There is one thing 
flute man. How did you do it? The way those rats followed you, it is as if they were dancing 
with an old friend. I almost feel swindled. Never mind, the trade secrets of a charlatan are 
of no interest to me. Here is your money. 50 gold coins. Contrary to popular belief I am not 
swimming in gold. Don’t look so mad. 50 gold coins to play one song on a flute is 
extremely generous, for what does it cost you to play? All you had to do is blow. !!
Piper. Be careful Countess. If you don’t pay me, I will steal your future with one blow of my 
pipe. !!
VOCABULARY!
 to deliver - délivrer; to swindle - escroquer qch à qqn;  charlatan - charlatan; blow - 
souffler, steal - voler !!
COMPREHENSION!
What is the Countess accusing the Pied Piper of?!
Does the Countess pay the Pied Piper the agreed amount?!
Why doesn’t she pay him?!
What do you think the Pied Piper means when he says “ I will steal your future with one 
blow of my pipe?”!!
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ACTIVITY - INDIVIDUAL!
Monologues!!
1. Choose a short text from Extracts 3, 4, 5, or 6 or, a text of your choice. You are going to 
do a dramatic reading of this text.  
2. Practise reading the text out loud on your own so that you become familiar with the new 
vocabulary.!
3. Once you are familiar with the text, underline all the personal pronouns in the text. (I, 
you, he, she, we, they) .!
4. Speak the text again but each time you hit a personal pronoun make a gesture to place 
the emphasis on this person. You can point offstage to indicate someone else or at 
yourself.!
5. Underline all the adverbs and adjectives (descriptive words). Now mark each descriptive 
word with an appropriate gesture.!
6. Finally, underline all the verbs (doing words). Mark each verb with a physical gesture. 
Be bold, really dramatise the verb. !
7. Once you have created physical gestures for these 3 types of words select the gestures 
that you like the most ( it could be all or only some). !
8. Practise your monologue using the gestures that you have discovered. At this stage you 
should be familiar enough with the text, that you no longer need to read it from a piece of 
paper. !
9. Perform your monologue in pairs. !
10.  Tell your partner 3 things you liked about their performance. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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EXTRACT # 7!
Scene 11 - The Pied Piper leads the children out of Hamelin!!
In the performance that you are about to see, the music that the Pied Piper plays to lead 
away the rats and then the children, is represented in song. Each song speaks of a perfect 
land, a kind of utopia.  !!
Pied Piper ( singing to children).! !
Follow me to a land where rivers run flowing, blue skies are endless, sun warms your skin.!
Follow me to a land, where mountains are rolling, valleys are golden, stars light the night.!!
You will never be hungry. You will never be cold. You will never be lonely. You will never 
grow old.!!
Follow me to a land, where everyone’s happy, singing and dancing, laughing a lot.!
Follow me to a land, where everyone’s friendly, strangers are smiling, shouting hello.!!
You will always be healthy. You will alway be strong. You will always be cared for. You will 
always feel young.!
 
Follow me to a land, I’ll lead you to a land. !!
VOCABULARY!
to follow - suivre; flowing -écoulement; endless -sans fin; rolling - ondulant; valley - vallée, 
lonely - seul; friendly - aimable; healthy - en bonne santé; to care for - s’occuper de qqn!!!
DISCUSS IN PAIRS!
Why does the land the Piper sing of, attract the children? !
Does the land the Piper sing of attract you? Explain your answer.!!!
ACTIVITY - GROUPS OF 4-6 !
Utopia!!
1. You are going to make your own “perfect land” or Utopia. Before you begin think of one 
thing you like about the world you live in, think of one thing you’d like to change.!
2. Choose an appropriate name for your new society. Be prepared to explain your choice.!
3. Choose an animal that would best symbolise your new society. Be prepared to explain 
your choice.!
4. Together, write a brief statement explaining your reasons for forming this new society. 
What is it about today’s society that you don’t like? What would you like to see changed?!
5. Describe the physical landscape of your new society.!
6. Develop a list of 10 rules that all members of your Utopia must follow. !
7. Present your Utopia to your class.!

!
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BACKGROUND - A TRUE STORY?!!!
The tale of the Pied Piper has attracted tourists to Hamelin - a real town in northern 
Germany, near Hanover - for over 300 years. The story dates back to 1284. According to 
an eye-witness account, written down in Latin, it was the 26th of June when “130 children 
were taken from the town by a piper dressed in many colours”. !!
This story is also written on the wall of Pied Piper House in Bungelosenstrasse (street 
without drums), the street where the children were last seen and where, to this day, no 
music can be played out of respect for the lost children. !!
Whilst evidence shows the figure of the Pied Piper may have existed, it is not until the 16th 
century that the rats were added to this story. It is about this time that the Pied Piper 
became known as the Rat Catcher.  !
There are various theories trying to explain what really happened to the lost children of 
Hamelin. Some theorists think the children were led out of the town because they had the 
plague, others believe they were victims of the dancing illness, St Vitus' Dance, or were 
led off in the children's crusades.!
One theory has it that the children went willingly to partake in Pagan rituals on the Koppen 
mountain a few miles outside the town. Another theory suggests that the children were 
actually sent away by their parents, due to the extreme poverty that they were living in at 
the time.!!
The most widely accepted theory links the loss of the children to a 13th century migration 
from the Hamelin area eastwards. It’s possible that with new lands to settle, feudal barons 
sent a brightly coloured "recruiter" into Hamelin with a pipe and a drum to draw the young 
away.!!
Whilst the mystery of what really happened to those children has never been solved the 
story raises the question: If the Pied Piper of Hamelin was based on reality, how much 
truth is there in other fairy tales that we were told as children?!!
Further Reading!
https://www.hameln.de/en/!
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/4277707.stm!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ADAPTATIONS!!
The story of the Pied Piper has evolved and changed over centuries. !
In the tale by the Brothers Grimm the children are led by the piper into a mountain cave 
and never seen again. It’s a dark and gloomy ending and offers very little hope as the 
children are feared to have a tragic fate. !!
It was the 19th Century poet, Robert Browning, who popularised the German story of the 
Pied Piper of Hamelin and brought it to the English -speaking world. In his version the 
children are led away by the Piper to a Utopian land. Whether this land is heaven or an 
actual place is open to interpretation.  
Browning’s version of a Pied Piper ends with a didactic moral. Rather than addressing the 
evils of kidnapping perpetrated by the Piped Piper, the warning, is to greedy officials: a 
promise made should be kept.!!
Grimm Brothers The Pied Piper:!
https://www.hameln.de/en/thepiedpiper/thepiedpiper/brothers-grimm-pied-piper/!!
Robert Browning’s full poem text:!
http://www.indiana.edu/~librcsd/etext/piper/text.html!!
Film adaptation of Robert Browning’s poem:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKbg3RPLbPA!!
Link to further Versions:!
http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/hameln.html!!!

ROBERT BROWNING!
!
!!!!!!!!!!

Robert Browning (7 May 1812 – 12 December 1889) was an English poet and playwright 
whose mastery of the dramatic monologue made him one of the foremost Victorian poets. 
His poems are known for their irony, characterization, dark humour, social commentary, 
historical settings, and challenging vocabulary and syntax. Browning composed The Pied 
Piper of Hamelin as a gift for the son of his friend and benefactor William Macready—the 
poem was published later in the author's Dramatic Lyrics (1842). Browning is now 
popularly known for such poems as Porphyria's Lover, My Last Duchess, How They 
Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix, and The Pied Piper of Hamelin.!!
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This final section should be visited AFTER your students have seen the performance. 
Avoid showing it to them before they have seen the performance as it gives away the 
ending.!!

EXTRACT # 8!
Epilogue - The End!!!

The Countess Arabella, never saw the light.!
The villagers made sure of it, they came for her that night.!!
The villagers took back the town, eventually they flourished.!
Turns out they were better off, without their kids to nourish.!!
And what befell the children? What did the Piper do?!
He dumped them in a foreign land and bid them “toodle-oo”.!!
All alone they cried for help but no one heard a croak.!
As their weary feet set home, their thoughts turned to their folks.!!
“It’s their fault that we’re in this mess. They dumped us in the muck.!
How hard is it to look ahead? No thought they gave to us!”!!
The fire in their bellies, put hope’s seed in their hands.!
They turned their backs on Hamelin to find the promised land.!!!
VOCABULARY!
to flourish - prospérer; better off - plus affluents; nourish - nourrir; to befall - arriver à; to 
dump - déposer; toodle-oo - salut! ; croak - petit bruit; weary - fatigué; folks - parents; fault 
- faute; mess - pétrin; muck - boue; to look ahead - être prévoyants; fire in your belly -  
détermination; hope’s seed - graine d’espoir!!
COMPREHENSION!
What happened to the Countess, the Villagers, the Children and the Pied Piper?  
What is the “promised land”?!!
DISCUSSION!
Do you think the Pied Piper’s revenge is justified?!
By choosing this ending what message do you think the writer is trying to convey?!!!!!!!!!!
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ACTIVITY - GROUPS OF 4-6!
Every picture tells a story. !!
What traditional fairytale are these pictures of?!
Put the pictures below in their correct order.  
Give each picture a TITLE. !
Give each of the characters in each picture text. !
Using everyone in your group, make 5 frozen pictures with your bodies to represent this 
story. Use any left over group members to make the setting. !
Add text to each of your pictures. Everyone must have text even those representing 
scenery. !
Show your frozen pictures to the class.  !
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!!!!
 !
!!!!!!!!!!!

DISCUSS!
In the traditional version of Little Red Riding Hood, Little Red Riding Hood is saved by a 
woodsman. Can you think of an alternative ending to this tale? !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ACTIVITY - GROUPS OF 4-6!
Adapt your own fairytale !!
You are going to make a modern day version of a traditional fairytale. !
Make a list of popular fairytales. Eg. Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, 
Beauty and the Beast, Goldilocks and the Three bears, Snow White, Jack and the Giant 
Bean Stalk, Blue Beard.  !
Choose one of the stories.!
Using the internet, find 3-5 traditional images that tell the traditional version of this story. !
Represent the traditional version of this story using 5 frozen pictures. !
Give each frozen picture a title. !
Add text to each frozen picture. !
Fairytales were traditionally used as a way to pass on important life lessons. Discuss what 
you think the message your fairytale may be trying to convey.  
Using the internet research your ideas.  
Decide whether or not you think these messages are still relevant today. !
Present your findings to the class.   !
Now, make a new “storyboard” of your fairytale but give it a modern twist. !
Using the internet or magazines find as many images as possible to make 5 pictures to tell 
this new story. Use a variety of sources for each picture. !
Decide:!
! ! ! What your characters look like; !
! ! ! Where the story takes place;!
! ! ! What time period your is story set in;!
! ! ! Change an aspect of the traditional version of your story ( for 
example, the ending) to convey a life lesson that has a modern day message. !
Finally, write your version of a traditional fairytale with as much detail as possible. 
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